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Chapter2   KINEMATICS 
Q.1  what is kinematics? Also define rest and motion? 

Ans. Kinematics:-the branch of physics which deals with the study of motion of bodies 

without reference to force is called kinematics. 

 Rest  :-if a body does not change its position with respect to its surrounding then the 

body is called in state of rest. For example a boy is setting in his chair in his class 

room .then he does not change his position with respect to his surrounding and we 

say that boy is in state of rest. 

Motion:- if a body changes its position with respect to its surrounding  then the body 

is called in state of motion. For example a cyclist changes his position every moment 

with respect changes his position every moment with respect to his surrounding 

then we say that cyclist is in state of motion. 

Q.2 discuss types of motion with examples? 

Ans. There are three types of motion which are given below. 

Translator motion:-  That type of motion in which every particle of a body move 

parallel to each other along any path is known as translator motion. For example 

motion of car, motion of airplane motion of birds and motion of boat. 

Rotatory motion:- that type of motion in which every particle of a body move 

around a fix point is known as rotator motion. For example motion of fan, motion of 

wheel and motion hand ‘s clock. 

Vibratory motion:- the to and for motion of body area the same path about its mean 

position, is known as vibratory motion. For example motion of a pendulum and 

motion of mass attached to a spring. 

Q.3 define some terms associated with motion? 

Ans. Position:- The location of an object relative to some 

reference point is known the  position of that point. 

 In opposite figure an object is shown at point “p” .by 

joining “o” and “p” we get op = r 

 Where r is the distance of “p” from Oregon. P(x,y) is 

the position of point  

 And Q is angle with x-axis. 

 Distance:-the length of actual path covered by a body 

during motion is called Distance it may be straight or 

curved. It is scalar quantity and its unit is meter. 

 Displacement:- the shortest distance b/w any two point is called displacement. In 

opposite figure AD is displacement while ABCD is covered distance. 

 Speed:-distance covered by a body in unit time (1 sec) is called speed. 

 Mathematical speed = distance covered /time v = s/t 

It is a scalar quantity and its unit is m/sec. 
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i. Uniform speed:-if a body covers equal distance in equal interval of time then 

the speed is called uniform speed . 

ii. Variable speed:- if a body covers unequal distance in equal interval of time 

then the speed is called variable speed. 

iii. Average speed:- total covered distance divided by total taken time is equal to 

average speed. math:-total covered distance /total time. <v> = s/t 

iv. Instantaneous speed:-the speed of a body at any particular instant of time is 

known as instantaneous speed. Math:-vins = ∆s/∆t where “^s” is the small 

distance covered in small time “^t”. 

Velocity:- the rate of change of displacement is called velocity. 

Mathematics Velocity = displacement / time V =s/t 

 It is a vector quantity and its unit is m/sec. 

i. Uniform velocity:- if a body covered equal displacement in equal interval 

of time then the velocity is called uniform velocity. 

ii. Variable velocity:-if a body covers unequal displacement in equal interval 

of time then the velocity is called variable velocity. 

iii. Average velocity:-total displacement divided by total taken time is equal 

to average velocity. Math. Average velocity = total displacement /taken 

time. <
𝒗
→> = 

𝒔
→/t 

Iv .instantaneous velocity:- the velocity of a body at any particular instant of time is known           

as instantaneous velocity. Math.
𝐯𝐢𝐧𝐬 
→   =∆𝑠/ t Where “^ s” is the smallest. Displacement 

covered in small time “^t”  

Acceleration :-the rate of change of velocity is called acceleration. 

  Math:- acceleration = velocity/time 
𝑎
→ = 

∆𝑣
→ /∆𝑡 

  It is a vector quantity and its is m/sec. 

i. Uniform acceleration:-if velocity of a body changes equally in equal interval of time 

is called uniform acceleration. 

ii. Variable acceleration:- if the velocity of a body changes unequally in equal interval 

of time is called variable acceleration. 

iii. Linear acceleration:- linear acceleration produced due to change in magnitude of 

velocity of body. 

iv. Radical acceleration:- radical acceleration is produced due to change in direction of 

velocity. 

v. Negative acceleration:- if the magnitude of velocity decreases with the passage of 

time then it is called –ve  acceleration. 

vi. Instantaneous acceleration:- the acceleration of a body at any particular instant of 

time is known as instantaneous acceleration. 

Math:- 𝛼ins = 
∆𝑣
→ /∆𝑡  where  is the small velocity covered in small time “^t”. 

Q.4define and explain scalar and vector quantities with examples? 
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Ans. Scale quantities :-Those physical quantities which can be completely specified by 

their magnitude only are called scalar quantity For explanation of scalar quantities 

we need a number with a proper unit. If any one of them is ignored then our 

explanations incomplete. Scalar quantities can be add, subtracted, multiplied and 

divided by ordinary method of mathematics. 

 Speed , distance, mass, power, density, charge, volume current and heat etc are the 

examples of scalar quantities. 

 Vector quantity:-those physical quantities which are completely described by their 

magnitude as well as direction are called vector quantities for complete explanation 

of these quantities we need a number unit and also a direction. These three things 

are very necessary for complete description. If we ignore any one of them then our 

explanation is incomplete. Velocity, force torque, weight, displacement and 

acceleration etc are examples of vector quantities. 

Q.5 discusses how a vector is represented? 

Ans. Symbolically a vector is represented by any English 

alphabet having an arrow head above or below it g 

graphically a vector is represented by a straight line 

having an arrow head at its one and. The arrow head 

indicates the direction of the vector. We should specify 

the direction by drawing “news” ie north, east west and 

south direction, for drawing a vector as shown in figure. 

A vector�⃗� of magnitude 2cm in the direction of east is 

drawn. 

 

Q. 6 what is graph? Describe methods of drawing graph and calculating slope? 

And. Graph:-A straight or curved line which shows the variation 

of one quantity due to change in other quantity is called 

graph. 

 Drawing of a graph:-for drawing of graph two 
perpendicular lines on each other are drawn. The 
horizontal line is known as  x-axis which is shown 
in figure by “xox” while the vertical line is known 
as y-axis which is shown in figure by “yoy” the 
point of intersection of both lines see big “A” is 
called Oregon which is denoted by “o” the 
independent variable is taken along y- axis  . 

 
 Calculation of slope:-we can calculate slope from graph by 

following method shown in gig B. 
i. Pick any two points on graph and determine their co- 

ordinate ie. 
P1 (x1 y1) and p2 (x2, y2). 

ii. Draw perpendicular from both points to x- axis and y- axis. 

2𝑐𝑚
→
𝐴

→ 
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iii. Find ∆𝑥 =𝑥2 – x1”deffernce in x-coordinate. 
iv. Find ∆y = y2 – y1”difference in y-coordinate. 
v. Find the slope “m”by given formula m= slope = ∆𝑦/
∆𝑥 

 

 
Q.7 explain the distance time speed graph in state of a) rest b) uniform c)variable speed. 

a. In state of rest:- in state  of rest there is no change in 
distance with the passage of time. So get the line graph a 
straight horizontal line as shown in (a) 

b. For uniform speed:- we known that during uniform speed 
a body covers equal distance in equal interval of time. So 
we get a uniform slope of graph as shown in fig (b) 

c. For variable speed:- we known that during variable speed 
a body covers unequal distance in equal time. Hence in this 
case the slope is not constant and we get a curved line of 
graph as shown in fig (c 

Q.8 how can determine the travelled distance from a 

speed time graph? 

Ans. We can find the distance covered from a speed time 

graph by following method. We know that = speed = 

distance cover/time or distance covered = (speed ) x 

(time) ….(i) 

 From given figure at point “B” we want to find covered 

distance. For which we draw perpendicular “B” on “oc”  

 Now speed at c:- speed = BC and BC = oA 

 So speed at c:- speed = oA…………..(ii) 

 And time at c:- time = oc …………….(iii) 

Putting the values of speed an time in eq (i) we get 

distance covered = (OA) x (OC) = OA  x OC = area of 

OABC. 

Hence distance covered= Area of rectangle “OABC” 

Q.9 find acceleration and distance covered from a speed time graph when acceleration 

is uniform? 

Ans. The speed time graph of a moving body during uniform acceleration 

is shown in fig we want to find “�⃗�” and “ 𝑠” . 

 To find acceleration:-as we know that  acceleration= change ins 

speed or velocity/time…….(i) to find acceleration at point “B” from 

given figure. We draw “BC” perpendicular “OC” as shown and from 

graph it is clear that :- take time = OC ……..(iii) 

             Putting these values in eq (i), we get. Acceleration = bc/oc 

Here slope OB is acceleration of moving body. 

To find covered distance:-according to given figure the  
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Covered distance is given by distance covered = area of  

   OAB…..(i) but , area of    OAB = ½ [ Area of rectangle 

OABC]…….(ii) 

 Also Area of rectangle OABC= OC x OA 

Putting this value in eq (ii) we get area of    OAB = ½ ( oc x OA)……….(III) 

 Putting eq(iii) in eq (i) we get. 

 Distance covered = = ½ (oc x oA) 

 5 = ½ (BC x OC)                   (:.OA =BC( 

Q.10 discuss the speed time graph for retarding speed? 

Ans. when the speed of a body decreases equally in equal 

interval of time then the speed .the graph of a 

retarding speed is shown in figure where “OQ” 

represents the maximum speed. “op” represents the 

time while “QP” is the uniform retardation. 

Q.11 find uniform acceleration and covered distance by 

speed time graph when initial speed is not zero? 

Ans. The speed –time graph of a body is shown in figure. The 

body has some initial velocity “vi” at point “A” to “B” the 

body moves with uniform acceleration, and its changes 

from “vi” dto “vf ” in time internal of “t” now we want 

to find acceleration and distance covered from figure. 

 Acceleration:-as we know that uniform acceleration = a= vf – vi/t ……….(i) 

Since in graph vf= BC ,vo = OA and time = t= oc putting these values in eq (i) ,we get. 

Acceleration = BC – oA/oc. 

Distance covered:- according to given figure the distance covered is equal to the 

area of trapezium “OABC” so covered distance = Area of trapezium “OABC” ….(i) and 

we also know that:- 

Area of trapezium OABC = ½ [(sum of parallel sides)(light)]……(ii)since in figure “oA” 

and “BC” are the parallel sides of trapezium while “oc” is the height of trapezium. 

Then, 

Area of trapezium = ½[(oA+BC)(oc)]……………..(iii) 

Comparing eq (i) and eq (iii) we get….covered distance = ½ [(oA+BC)(OC)]. 

Q.12Dderive 1st equation of motion? (OR) prove that vf = vi + at. 

Asn. The speed time graph of a body is shown in figure. 

Where the body has some initial velocity “Vi” at point 

“A”.and from “A” to “B” it moves with uniform 

acceleration and its velocity changes from “Vi” to “Vf“ in 

time “t”. for completion of figure we draw “BC” 

perpendicular to “oc” and also draw :AD” and “BE” 

parallel to “oc”. Then from given figure it is clear that:- 

Final velocity = vf = BC ……(i) 
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But BC= BD+DC  then v  eq (i) becomes, 

Vf = BD+DC…………..(ii) 

 Vf = BD+OA, because DC = OA 

 Vf = BD+Vi,,,,(iii) because OA= vi 

Now we find out the value of BD for eq(iii) since a = AB = BD/AD 

 A= BD/AD => a x Ad = BD 

 BD = a x AD => BD = a x oc  because AD = oc 

 BD = a x t  because AD = t 

Putting this value in eq (iii) we get. Vf = at +vi or =>v f= vi + at and this know as 1steq 

of motion. 

Q.13 derive 2nd equation of motion (s = vit + ½ at2) 

Ans.Note.Use the some figure given in equation 1.. let suppose a body is moving 

with some initial velocity “Vi” as shown in figure at point “A” and its velocity changes 

from “vi” to “vf” uniformly in time “t” .then the distance covered “S” during time “t” 

is equal the area of space b/w “AB”  and time axis. Which is equal to area of OABC so 

.distance covered = area of OABC………(i) and from figure it is clear that :-  

Area of OABC= area of rectangle OABC + Area o∆ABD ….(ii) now we find out areas of 

rectangle o ADC and     ∆ ABD… Area of rectangle oADC = (oAxoc)……………… (iii) 

And Area of     ABD = a/2 [Area of rectangle AEBD] 

Area of ∆ABD = ½ [ AE x AD] because Area AEBD = AE  x AD 

Area of      ABD = ½ [ BD x AD] ………… (iv) Because AE = BD putting eq (iv) and eq (iii)  

ineq (ii), we get, . Area of oABC = (oA x oc ) + ½ ( BD + aD)….(v) since from figure:- oA 

= vi , oc = t AD = oc = t putting these values in eq (v)  

Area of oABC = (vi x t ) + ½ ( BD+ t)……..(vi) 

Now we find out BD for eq (vi) 

As    a = AB = BD/AD => a = BD/AD 

 a x AD = BD   => BD = a x AD 

 BD = a x t    because  (AD = oc = t) 

Putting this in eq (vi) we get area of oABc=vit + ½ (at x t ) 

Area of oABC = vit + ½ at2 ………(iii) 

Comparing eq (i) and eq (vii) we get s = vit+ ½at2 

This equation is known as 2nd equation of motion. 

Q.14 derive 3rd equation of motion? (2as = vf2 – vi2) 

Ans. Let the suppose the velocity of moving body changes uniformly from “ vi” to “vf 

“ and covers some distance “s” in time “t” now we want to derive such an equation 

for finding distance which does not need for time in its derived form. Then we can 

find the distance by the Area of trapezium oABC…….(i) but we know that:- 

Area of trapezium = ½ [(sum of parallel sides )(height)….(ii) at is clear from figure that 

“oA” and “BC” are parallel sides of trapezium while “oc” is the hight. 

Hence area of trapezium = ½ [{oA+BC)x (oc)]…..(iii)  
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Now we find out value of “t”from 1steq motion vf = + at  =>vf- vi = at => t = ( vf – vi ) 

/a  putting value of t in equation (iv) we g.  

Area of trapezium =(
𝑣𝑓+𝑣𝑖

2
  ) ( 

𝑣𝑓−𝑣𝑖 

𝑎
 ) = 

(𝑣𝑓+𝑣𝑖(𝑣𝑓−𝑣𝑖) 

(2)     (𝑎)
   

             Area of trapezium = (vf2- vi2)/2a ….(V) 

            Comparing eq (i) and equation (v), we get. Distance covered = (vf2 – vi2 )/2a 

 S = (vf2 – vi2 )/2a 

Xing b/s by 2a we get. 

2as =vf2 – vi2and this is known as 3rd equation of motion. 

 

 

Q.15explain the motion of bodies under gravity? 

 

Ans. The attraction of earth on any object is called gravity the rate of velocity due to      

attraction of gravity is called acceleration due to gravity or gravitational acceleration. 

It is denoted by “g” and its value is equal to 9.8m/sec2but for simplicity and eas 

solution of question we use 10/sec2. 

Galileo was a famous Italian scientist who showed that all bodies of different masses 

when dropped from the same light will reach the ground at the sometime from this 

experiment he concluded that if we neglect air resistance then all bodies either 

lighter or heavier will fall down with same acceleration we use all the three 

equations of motion for free falling bodies also. In which we replace “a” by “g” in all 

equations. As given. 

i)vf = vi +gt (ii) s= vit +1/2 gt2 (iii) 2gs = vf2 – vi2. 

 

CONCEPTUAL QUESTION 
Q.1 can a body at rest be regarded in motion. Give example? 

Ans. Yes a body at rest can be regarded in motion. For example a passenger setting in 

moving bus is in state of rest with respect to other passenger inside the bus but he Is in state 

motion with respect to things out side of the bus. 

Q.2 is the distance covered by a body may be greater than 

the magnitude of displacement? 

Ans. Yes, the distance covered by a body may be 

greater than the magnitude of displacement. As shown 

in figure where ABCD is the covered distance which is 

greater the displacement. AB. 

Q.3 as it possible that displacement is zero but not distance? 

Ans. Yes. It is possible that displacement is zero but not 

distance as show in figure a body starts from initial 

point and comes back to its initial point other walking 
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along circular or triangular path. In both cases the 

displacement is zero but distance is not zero. 

Q.4 under what condition displacement is equal to distance? 

Ans. when a body moves from one point to another along a 

straight line. Then the magnitude of displacement is 

equal to the distance covered. 

Q.5 can a body have acceleration with zero velocity? 

Ans. yes, a body can have acceleration with zero velocity because when an object is thrown 

vertically upward it comes to rest at certain height and velocity becomes zero but it 

comes back down ward and its acceleration is not zero. 

Q.6 can the speed of a body be – ve? 

Ans. no the speed of a body cannot be – ve  because it depends upon covered distance and 

take time and these both can never be – ve that’s why speed of a body cannot be 

negative. 

Q.7 is it possible that the velocity of a body be in a direction other than the direction of 

acceleration? 

Ans. yes, it is possible that the velocity of a body be in a direction other than the direction 

of acceleration. Foo example a decelerating body has velocity and acceleration both 

in appoint direction. 

Q.8 is the kinematic equation s = vit + ½ at2 to if acceleration. 

Ans. yes, the kinematic equation s =vit + ½ at2can not be true if acceleration is not constant. 

Because it is derived on the base of uniform acceleration. 

Q.9 for answer see Q2 page:15. 

Q.10 give on example of an accelerated body moving with uniform speed? 

Ans. when a body is moving along a circular port. Then during its circular motion its speed 

is constant. 

Q.11 is unit kmh-1  s-1 same as kms-1h-1? 

Ans. yes units kmh-1s->andkms-1h-1 are the same because in math’s we have A.B = B.A. 

similarly h-1 s-1= s-1h-1have the same meaning. 

Q.12 for answer see Q8 page 16. 

Q.13 if an object is stationary is its acceleration necessarily zero? 

Ans. the acceleration of a stationary body may be or may not be zero. Because when 

change in velocity ie ∆v = 0 the a = o/t  i.e acceleration is zero but in case of objects 

thrown vertically upward comes to rest at some height the velocity becomes zero but 

still has acceleration because of gravity. 

Q.14 when the velocity time graph is a straight line parallel to time axis, what can you say 

about its acceleration? 

Ans. when the velocity time graph is a straight line parallel to time axis then the velocity is 

uniform and a body having uniform velocity has the acceleration equal to zero. 

 

 

vi 

vi 
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NUMERICAL PROBLEMES 
1. A bus travel 15km toward west and makes u-turn back to travel a further 

distance of 10km find. 

a) Distance travelled b) it displacement? 

Distance covered west – ward = 15km 

;; ;; ;; East – ward = 10km 

According to given figure. 

Distance travelled = AB + BC = 15 +10 = 25 km. 

Displacement = AB – BC = 15 – 10 = 5km. 

2. A race car travel around a circulars track, covering a 

distance of 580m in 25 mints before stopping at point 

from where it started determine average velocity of 

the car during this period? 

Cover distance = 850m time = t = 25sec average speed 

= <v> =? 

< 𝑣 >⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ = total displacement/total taken time as the 

body moves on a circular path and comes back to its 

starting point, hence displacement is zero as shown. 

< 𝑣 >⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ = =0/25 =>< 𝑣 >⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ = 0. 

3. A truck moving at a speed of 20m/sec begins to slow at constant rate of 3m/sec2. 

Fin for it goes before stopping? 

Initial speed = vi = 20m/sec  

Initial speed = vi = 20m/sec 

 

2as = vf2 – vi2  

Final speed = vf = 0m/sec 

 

2 x – 3 x 5 = o2- 202 

Acceleration = a = -3 m/sec -65 = - 400 

Distance covered before 

stop’s =?  

-65 = -40066.6 =s=67m 

-6        -6 

 

4. The speed of a bus reducing uniformly from 
15km/sec to 7m/sec while travelling a distance of 90 

Vi 
Vf displacement 

zero 
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m (a) find acceleration (b) further covered distance 
before stopping 
Initial speed = vi = 15m/sec, final speed = vf = 
7m/sec  
Distance cover = 5AB = 90m (a) acceleration = 
a = ? 
b) farther covered distance before stopping = s ac=? 

a) from 3rdeq of motion 

2as = vf2 – vi2  

2 x a x 90- = 72 -152 

180 x a = 49 – 225  

180 a = -176 =>a = - 176/180 =>a= - 0.977ms-2. 

(b) to find further distance covered before we find all covered distance from A to 

C ( SAc) and the subtract the distant covered from A to b (SAB=90) we get sbc as 

shown in fig for this we have vf = 0 

From 3rdeq: motion we have 2as p vf2- vi2 

2 x – 0.977 x sAC = 02 - 152 => - 1.1955 sAC = - 225 

SAC = - 225/-1.95 => SAC =115.05 

Now:- 

SBC = SAC – SAB = 115 – 90 = 25.04m 

5. Brakes are applied to a train travelling at 73km/hr 
after passing over 200m its velocity is reduced to 
36kmh-1 at the same rate of retardation how much 
further will it go before it is brought to rest. 
Initial velocity = vi = 72km/hr = 272 x 1000 =2 x 10 = 
20 m/sec. 
     3600 
Final velocity = vf = 36 km/hr = 36 x 1000 /3600 = 
10m/sec. 
Distance covered = S = 200m (a) acceleration = a = ? 
(B) further distance covered after 200 m = s ? 
(a) from 3rdeq: motion, 

2as = vf2 – vi2 

2 x a x 200 = 102 – 2002 

400 a = 100 –400 

400a = - 300 => a = 300V/400 => a = - 0.75ms-2 

(b) to find distance covered after 200m we will 1sttotal distance from A to B ie 

SAB for which vf = o from 3rdeq: motion:- 2as = vf2 - vi 2 

2 x – 0.75 x sac = o2 – (20)2 => - 1.5 SAC = - 400 

SAC = - 400/ -1.5 =>st = 266.66m 

Now distance covered after zoom is from B to eisBC is given by :- SBC = SAC - SAB 

SBC = 266.66 – 200 =>SBC = 66.66m 
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Q.6 A motor cyclist is moving on a road with an acceleration of 3m/sec2.how much time 

will it require to change the velocity from 10m/sec2 to 20m/sec? 

Ans. acceleration= a = 3m/sec initial velocity = vi = 10m/sec  

Final velocity =b vf = 20m/sec time required? 

Sine vf  vi + at =>vf – vi at 

 =>t =n (vf) – vi)/a => = (20 – 10/3 

 =>t = 10/3 => t = 3.3 sec 

Q.7 initial velocity = vi = o a = 0.2m/sec, time = t= 2min = 2 x 60 = 120 sec 

Ans.(a) final velocity = vf = ? (b)distance covered = s= ? 

(a) Vf = vi +at  =>vf = o + 0.2 x 120 

Vf = o + 24 =>vf = 24m/sec 

(b) S = vit + ½ at2 => s = o x 120 + ½ (0.2) (120)2 

S = o + ½ x 0.2 x 1440720 => s =m 720 x 0.2 =>s = 1440m 

Q.8 initial speed =v= 20m/sec final speed at height H = vf = o 

Ans. distance covered = s = ? a= g = 10 m/sec2 

 From 3rdeq: of motion. 

2gs = vf2  - vf1 => 2 x – 10 x s = o2 –(20)2 

-20 s = - 400 => s = 2𝐴00 /
- 20 

S = 20m 
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